
2014 SESSION

ENGROSSED

14103059D
1 HOUSE BILL NO. 109
2 House Amendments in [ ] –– January 17, 2014
3 A BILL to amend and reenact §§ 38.2-1322 through 38.2-1327, 38.2-1329, 38.2-1330, 38.2-1330.1,
4 38.2-1332, 38.2-1333, 38.2-1334.1, 38.2-4509, 38.2-5500, and 38.2-5501 of the Code of Virginia; to
5 amend the Code of Virginia by adding a section numbered 38.2-1332.1 and by adding in Article 5 of
6 Chapter 13 of Title 38.2 sections numbered 38.2-1334.3, 38.2-1334.4, and 38.2-1334.5; and to repeal
7 § 38.2-1331 of the Code of Virginia, relating to the regulation of insurance holding companies;
8 subsidiaries of insurance companies; applicability to certain plans.
9 ––––––––––

Patron Prior to Engrossment––Delegate Ware
10 ––––––––––
11 Referred to Committee on Commerce and Labor
12 ––––––––––
13 Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
14 1. That §§ 38.2-1322 through 38.2-1327, 38.2-1329, 38.2-1330, 38.2-1330.1, 38.2-1332, 38.2-1333,
15 38.2-1334.1, 38.2-4509, 38.2-5500, and 38.2-5501 of the Code of Virginia are amended and
16 reenacted and that the Code of Virginia is amended by adding a section numbered 38.2-1332.1
17 and by adding in Article 5 of Chapter 13 of Title 38.2 sections numbered 38.2-1334.3, 38.2-1334.4,
18 and 38.2-1334.5 as follows:
19 § 38.2-1322. Definitions.
20 As used in this article:
21 "Acquiring person" means any person by whom or on whose behalf acquisition of control of any
22 domestic insurer is to be effected.
23 "Affiliate" of a specific person or a person "affiliated" with a specific person means a person that
24 directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by or is under common
25 control with the person specified.
26 "Control," including the terms "controlling," "controlled by" and "under common control with,"
27 means direct or indirect possession of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and
28 policies of a person, through (i) the ownership of voting securities, (ii) by contract other than a
29 commercial contract for goods or nonmanagement services, or (iii) otherwise, unless the power is the
30 result of an official position with or corporate office held by the person. Control shall be presumed to
31 exist if any person directly or indirectly owns, controls, holds with the power to vote, or holds proxies
32 representing collectively ten 10 percent or more of the voting securities of any other person. This
33 presumption may be rebutted by a showing made in the manner provided by subsection I K of
34 § 38.2-1329 that control does not exist. After giving all interested persons notice and opportunity to be
35 heard and making specific findings to support its determination, the Commission may determine that
36 control exists, notwithstanding the absence of a presumption to that effect.
37 "Enterprise risk" means any activity, circumstance, event, or series of events involving one or more
38 affiliates of an insurer that, if not remedied promptly, is likely to have a material adverse effect upon
39 the financial condition or liquidity of the insurer or its insurance holding company system as a whole,
40 including, but not limited to, anything that would cause the insurer's risk-based capital to fall into
41 company action level as set forth in § 38.2-5503 or would cause the insurer to be in hazardous financial
42 condition pursuant to 14 VAC 5-290-30 and 14 VAC 5-290-40 of the Virginia Administrative Code.
43 "Insurance holding company system" means two or more affiliated persons, one or more of which is
44 a person licensed pursuant to this title an insurer.
45 "Insurer" means an insurance company as defined in § 38.2-100 and means also a health maintenance
46 organization licensed under Chapter 43 (§ 38.2-4300 et seq.) of this title.
47 "Material transaction" means (i) any sale, purchase, exchange, loan or extension of credit, or
48 investment; (ii) any dividend or distribution; (iii) any reinsurance treaty or risk-sharing arrangement; (iv)
49 any management contract, service contract or cost-sharing arrangement; (v) any merger with or
50 acquisition of control of any corporation; or (vi) any other transaction or agreement that the Commission
51 by order, rule or regulation determines to be material. Any series of transactions occurring within a
52 twelve-month 12-month period that are sufficiently similar in nature as to be reasonably construed as a
53 single transaction and that in the aggregate exceed any minimum limits shall be deemed a material
54 transaction.
55 "NAIC" means the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
56 "SEC" means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
57 "Subsidiary" of a specified person means an affiliate directly or indirectly controlled by that person
58 through one or more intermediaries.
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59 "Voting security" means any security that enables the owner to vote for the election of directors.
60 "Voting security" includes any security convertible into or evidencing a right to acquire a voting
61 security.
62 § 38.2-1323. Acquisition of control of insurers.
63 A. No person other than the issuer shall acquire or attempt make a tender offer or a request or
64 invitation for tenders of, or enter into any agreement to exchange securities for, seek to acquire, through
65 merger or otherwise, control of any domestic insurer, or any person controlling a domestic insurer,
66 unless the person has previously filed with the Commission and has sent to the insurer an application
67 for approval of acquisition of control of the insurer, and the Commission has issued an order approving
68 the application or acquire, in the open market or otherwise, any voting security of a domestic insurer if,
69 after the consummation thereof, such person would, directly or indirectly (or by conversion or by
70 exercise of any right to acquire) be in control of the insurer. No such merger or other acquisition of
71 control person shall be effective until a statement containing the information required by this article has
72 been filed with the Commission, all other provisions of this section have been complied with, and the
73 merger or acquisition of control enter into an agreement to merge with or otherwise to acquire control
74 of a domestic insurer or any person controlling a domestic insurer unless, at the time the offer, request,
75 or invitation is made or the agreement is entered into, or prior to the acquisition of the securities if no
76 offer or agreement is involved, such person has filed with the Commission and has sent to the insurer a
77 statement containing the information required by this section and the offer, request, invitation,
78 agreement, or acquisition has been approved by the Commission pursuant to this article.
79 B. If the merger or acquisition of an insurer not covered by subsection A of this section causes or
80 tends to cause a substantial lessening of competition in any line of insurance and such lessening of
81 competition is detrimental to policyholders or the public in general, then the Commission may suspend
82 such insurer's license after giving the insurer ten 10 days' notice and the opportunity to be heard.
83 C. Any notice issued pursuant to the provisions of subsection B shall be accompanied by a request
84 for such information as required by § 38.2-1324. Any hearing held pursuant to the provisions of this
85 section shall begin, unless waived by the insurer, within forty 40 days of the receipt by the Commission
86 of all material required by this subsection.
87 D. For purposes of this section, any controlling person of a domestic insurer seeking to divest its
88 controlling interest in the domestic insurer, in any manner, shall file with the Commission, with a copy
89 to the insurer, confidential notice of its proposed divestiture at least 30 days prior to the cessation of
90 control. The Commission shall determine those instances in which the party or parties seeking to divest
91 or to acquire a controlling interest in an insurer will be required to file for and obtain approval of the
92 transaction. The information shall remain confidential until the conclusion of the transaction unless the
93 Commission, in its discretion, determines that confidential treatment will interfere with enforcement of
94 this section. If the statement referred to in subsection A is otherwise filed, this subsection shall not
95 apply.
96 E. With respect to a transaction subject to this section, the acquiring person may also be required to
97 file a pre-acquisition notification as established by the Commission.
98 F. For purposes of this section:
99 "Domestic insurer" includes any person controlling a domestic insurer unless the person, as

100 determined by the Commission, is either directly or through its affiliates primarily engaged in business
101 other than the business of insurance.
102 "Person" does not include any securities broker holding, in the usual and customary broker's
103 function, less than 20 percent of the voting securities of an insurance company or of any person that
104 controls an insurance company.
105 § 38.2-1324. Contents of application.
106 A. The application filed with the Commission under § 38.2-1323 shall be made under oath or
107 affirmation and shall contain the following information:
108 1. The name and address of each acquiring person including:
109 a. If the acquiring person is a natural person, his principal occupation, all offices and positions held
110 during the past five years, and any conviction of crimes other than minor traffic violations during the
111 past ten 10 years; and
112 b. If the acquiring person is not a natural person, (i) a report of the nature of its business operations
113 during the existence of the acquiring person and any of its predecessors, not to exceed five years; (ii) an
114 informative description of the business intended to be done by the person and the person's subsidiaries;
115 and (iii) a list of all individuals who are or who have been selected to become directors or executive
116 officers of the person or who perform or will perform functions appropriate to those positions. The
117 report shall include the information required by subdivision 1 a of this subsection.
118 2. The source, nature, and amount of the consideration used or to be used in effecting the acquisition
119 of control, a description of any transaction in which funds were or are to be obtained for that purpose,
120 and the identity of persons furnishing the consideration. However, where a source of the consideration is
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121 a loan made in the lender's ordinary course of business, the identity of the lender shall remain
122 confidential if requested by the person filing the application;
123 3. Fully audited financial information regarding the earnings and financial condition of each
124 acquiring person during the existence of the acquiring person or the predecessors, not to exceed five
125 years, and similar unaudited information as of a date not earlier than ninety 90 days prior to the filing
126 of the application;
127 4. Any plans or proposals that each acquiring person may have to liquidate the insurer, to sell its
128 assets or merge or consolidate it with any person, or to make any other material change in its business
129 or corporate structure or management;
130 5. The number of shares of any security of the insurer that each acquiring person proposes to acquire
131 and the terms of the acquisition;
132 6. The amount of each class of any such security that each acquiring person beneficially owns or has
133 a right to acquire beneficial ownership of;
134 7. A full description of any contracts, arrangements, or understandings with respect to any security in
135 which an acquiring person is involved, including but not limited to transfer of any of the securities, joint
136 ventures, loan or option arrangements, puts or calls, guarantees of loans, guarantees against loss or
137 guarantees of profits, division of losses or profits, or the giving or withholding of proxies. The
138 description shall identify the persons with whom the contracts, arrangements, or understandings have
139 been made;
140 8. A description of any acquiring person's purchase of any such security during the twelve 12
141 calendar months preceding the filing of the application, including the dates of purchases, names of the
142 purchasers, and consideration paid or agreed to be paid for the security;
143 9. A description of any recommendations to purchase any such security made by any acquiring
144 person or by any person based upon interviews or at the suggestion of any acquiring person during the
145 twelve 12 calendar months preceding the filing of the application;
146 10. Copies of all tender offers, requests or invitations for tenders of exchange offers and agreements
147 to acquire or exchange any such security and of additional related soliciting material which has been
148 distributed;
149 11. The terms of any agreement, contract, or understanding made with any broker-dealer as to
150 solicitation of these securities for tender and the amount of any associated fees, commissions, or other
151 compensation to be paid to broker-dealers; and
152 12. An agreement by the person required to file the statement referred to in subsection A of
153 § 38.2-1323 that it will provide the annual enterprise risk report specified in subsection L of
154 § 38.2-1329, for so long as control exists;
155 13. An acknowledgment by the person required to file the statement referred to in subsection A of
156 § 38.2-1323 that the person and all subsidiaries within its control in the insurance holding company
157 system will provide information to the Commission upon request as necessary to evaluate enterprise risk
158 to the insurer; and
159 14. Any additional information the Commission may prescribe as necessary or appropriate for the
160 protection of the policyholders or the public.
161 B. If the person required to file the application referred to in § 38.2-1323 is a partnership, limited
162 partnership, syndicate, or other group, the Commission may require that the information called for by
163 subsection A of this section be given with respect to (i) each partner of the partnership or limited
164 partnership, (ii) each member of the syndicate or group, and (iii) each person who controls any partner
165 or member. If any partner, member, or person is a corporation, or if the person required to file the
166 application referred to in § 38.2-1323 is a corporation, the Commission may require that information be
167 given for the corporation, each officer, and director of the corporation, and each person who is directly
168 or indirectly the beneficial owner of more than ten 10 percent of the outstanding voting securities of the
169 corporation as required by subsection A of this section.
170 C. If any material change occurs in the facts set forth in the application filed with the Commission
171 and sent to an insurer pursuant to § 38.2-1323, an amendment setting forth the change, together with
172 copies of all documents and other material relevant to the change, shall be filed with the Commission
173 and sent to the insurer within two business days after the person filing the application learns of the
174 change.
175 § 38.2-1325. Alternate filing materials.
176 If any acquisition referred to in § 38.2-1323 is proposed to be made by means of a registration
177 statement under the Securities Act of 1933 or in circumstances requiring the disclosure of similar
178 information under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or under the Take-Over-Bid Disclosure Act (§
179 13.1-528 et seq.), the person required by § 38.2-1323 to file an application may use these documents in
180 furnishing the required information.
181 § 38.2-1326. Approval by Commission.
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182 The Commission shall approve the application required by § 38.2-1323 unless, after giving notice and
183 opportunity to be heard, it determines that:
184 1. After the change of control, the insurer would not be able to satisfy the requirements for the
185 issuance of a license to write the classes of insurance for which it is presently licensed;
186 2. The acquisition of control would lessen competition substantially or tend to create a monopoly in
187 insurance in this Commonwealth;
188 3. The financial condition of any acquiring person might jeopardize the financial stability of the
189 insurer, or prejudice the interest of its policyholders;
190 4. Any plans or proposals of the acquiring party to liquidate the insurer, sell its assets or consolidate
191 or merge it with any person, or to make any other material change in its business or corporate structure
192 or management, are unfair and unreasonable to policyholders of the insurer and not in the public
193 interest;
194 5. The competence, experience, and integrity of those persons who would control the operation of the
195 insurer are such that it would not be in the interest of policyholders of the insurer and of the public to
196 permit the acquisition of control; or
197 6. After the change of control, the insurer's surplus to as regards policyholders would not be
198 reasonable in relation to its outstanding liabilities or adequate to its financial needs; or
199 7. The acquisition is likely to be hazardous or prejudicial to the insurance-buying public.
200 § 38.2-1327. Time for hearing; order of Commission.
201 A. Any hearing held pursuant to § 38.2-1326 shall begin within forty 40 days of the date the
202 application is filed with the Commission. In approving any application filed pursuant to § 38.2-1323, the
203 Commission may include in its order any conditions, stipulations, or provisions which that the
204 Commission determines to be necessary to protect the interests of the policyholders of the insurer and
205 the public.
206 B. The Commission may retain at the acquiring person's expense any attorneys, actuaries,
207 accountants, and other experts not otherwise a part of the Commission's staff as may be reasonably
208 necessary to assist the Commission in reviewing the proposed acquisition of control.
209 § 38.2-1329. Registration of insurers that are members of holding company system.
210 A. Each insurer licensed to do business in this the Commonwealth that is a member of an insurance
211 holding company system shall register with the Commission. Any insurer subject to registration under
212 this section shall register within fifteen days after it becomes subject to registration, unless the
213 Commission extends the time for registration for good cause shown.
214 B. 1. This section shall not apply to:
215 a. Any any foreign insurer subject to disclosure requirements and standards adopted by statute or
216 regulation in the jurisdiction of its domicile that are substantially similar to those contained in this
217 section; or
218 b. Any insurer, information, or transaction if and to the extent that the Commission exempts the
219 same from this section, subsection A of § 38.2-1330, subsection D of § 38.2-1330, § 38.2-1330.1, and
220 either (i) a provision substantially similar to subsection B of § 38.2-1330 or (ii) a provision such as the
221 following: "Each registered insurer shall keep current the information required to be disclosed in its
222 registration statement by reporting all material changes or additions within 15 days after the end of the
223 month in which it learns of each change or addition."
224 2. Any insurer that is subject to registration under this section shall register within 15 days after it
225 becomes subject to registration, and annually thereafter by April 30 of each year for the previous
226 calendar year, unless the Commission for good cause shown extends the time for registration, and then
227 within the extended time.
228 3. Any licensed insurer that is a member of a an insurance holding company system but not subject
229 to registration under this section may be required by the Commission to furnish a copy of the
230 registration statement, or other information filed by the insurer, with the insurance regulatory authority
231 of its domiciliary jurisdiction.
232 C. Each insurer subject to registration under this section shall file a registration statement on a form
233 provided by the Commission. Such statement shall contain current information on:
234 1. The capital structure, general financial condition, ownership, and management of the insurer and
235 any person controlling the insurer;
236 2. The identity of every member of the insurance holding company system;
237 3. The following agreements in force, continuing relationships and transactions currently outstanding
238 between the insurer and its affiliates:
239 a. Loans, other investments, or purchases, sales or exchanges of securities of the affiliates by the
240 insurer or of the insurer by its affiliates;
241 b. Purchases, sales, or exchanges of assets;
242 c. Transactions not in the ordinary course of business;
243 d. Guarantees or undertakings for the benefit of an affiliate that result in an actual contingent
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244 exposure of the insurer's assets to liability, other than insurance contracts entered into in the ordinary
245 course of the insurer's business;
246 e. All management and service contracts and all cost-sharing arrangements; and
247 f. Reinsurance agreements or other risk-sharing arrangements;
248 g. Dividends and other distributions to shareholders; and
249 h. Consolidated tax allocation agreements;
250 4. Any pledge of the insurer's stock, including stock of any subsidiary or controlling affiliate, for a
251 loan made to any member of the insurance holding company system;
252 5. If requested by the Commission, financial statements of or within an insurance holding company
253 system, including all affiliates. Financial statements may include but are not limited to annual audited
254 financial statements filed with the SEC pursuant to the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the
255 Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. An insurer required to file financial statements pursuant
256 to this subdivision may satisfy the request by providing the Commission with the most recently filed
257 parent corporation financial statements that have been filed with the SEC;
258 6. Other matters relating to transactions between registered insurers and any affiliates which may be
259 included from time to time in any registration forms adopted or approved by the Commission;
260 7. Statements that the corporate governance and internal controls are managed under the direction
261 of the [ insured's insurer's ] board of directors in a manner consistent with § 13.1-673 or § 13.1-853 as
262 applicable, and that the insurer's officers or senior management have approved, implemented, and
263 continue to maintain and monitor corporate governance and internal control procedures; and
264 8. Any other information required by the Commission by rule or regulation.
265 D. All registration statements shall contain a summary outlining all items in the current registration
266 statement representing changes from the prior registration statement.
267 E. If information is not material for the purposes of this section, it need not be disclosed on the
268 registration statement filed pursuant to subsection B of this section C. Unless the Commission prescribes
269 otherwise, information about transactions that are not material transactions sales, purchases, exchanges,
270 loans or extensions of credit, investments, or guarantees involving one-half of one percent or less of an
271 insurer's admitted assets as of the immediately preceding December 31 shall not be deemed material for
272 purposes of this section.
273 E. F. Each registered insurer shall report all additional material transactions with affiliates and any
274 material changes in previously reported material transactions with affiliates on amendment forms
275 provided by the Commission. Each insurer shall make its report within fifteen 15 days after the end of
276 the month in which it learns of each additional material transaction or material change in material
277 transaction. Subject to § 38.2-1330.1, each insurer shall report to the Commission all dividends and other
278 distributions to shareholders within five business days following their declaration, and such declaration
279 shall confer no rights upon shareholders until:
280 1. The Commission has approved the payment of such dividend or distribution; or
281 2. Thirty days after the Commission has received written notice of the declaration thereof and has
282 not within such period disapproved such payment.
283 Each registered insurer shall also keep current the information required by subsection C of this
284 section by filing an amendment to its registration statement within 120 days after the end of each fiscal
285 year of the ultimate controlling person of the insurance holding company system.
286 F. G. The Commission shall terminate the registration of any insurer that demonstrates it no longer is
287 a member of an insurance holding company system.
288 G. H. The Commission may require or allow two or more affiliated insurers subject to registration
289 under this section to file a consolidated registration statement or consolidated reports amending their
290 consolidated registration statement or their individual registration statements.
291 H. I. The Commission may allow an insurer which that is authorized to do business in this
292 Commonwealth and which that is part of an insurance holding company system, to register on behalf of
293 any affiliated insurer required to register under subsection A of this section and to file all information
294 and material required to be filed under this section.
295 I. J. The provisions of this section shall not apply to any insurer, information, or transaction if and
296 to the extent that the Commission by rule, regulation, or order shall exempt the same from the
297 provisions of this section.
298 K. Any person may file with the Commission a disclaimer of affiliation with any authorized insurer.
299 The disclaimer shall fully disclose all material relationships and bases for affiliation between the person
300 and the insurer as well as the basis for disclaiming the affiliation. After a disclaimer has been filed, the
301 insurer shall be relieved of any registering or reporting requirements under this section that may arise
302 out of the insurer's relationship with the person unless and until the Commission disallows the
303 disclaimer. Within 30 days after a disclaimer has been filed, with all of the information required by the
304 Commission, the Commission shall notify the person filing the disclaimer of the allowance or
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305 disallowance of the disclaimer, and in the event of disallowance, the reasons therefore. The Commission
306 shall disallow the disclaimer only after giving all interested parties notice and opportunity to be heard.
307 Any disallowance shall be supported by specific findings of fact. A disclaimer of affiliation shall be
308 deemed to have been granted unless the Commission, within 30 days following receipt of a complete
309 disclaimer, notifies the filing party the disclaimer is disallowed. In the event of disallowance, the
310 disclaiming party may request a hearing. The disclaiming party shall be relieved of its duty to register
311 under this section if approval of the disclaimer has been granted by the Commission or if the disclaimer
312 is deemed to have been approved.
313 L. The ultimate controlling person of every insurer subject to registration shall also file an annual
314 enterprise risk report. The report shall be appropriate to the nature, scale, and complexity of the
315 operations of the insurance holding company system, and shall, to the best of the ultimate controlling
316 person's knowledge and belief, identify the material risks within the insurance holding company system
317 that could pose enterprise risk to the insurer. The report shall be filed with the insurance commissioner,
318 director, or superintendent of the lead state of the insurance holding company system as determined by
319 the procedures within the Financial Analysis Handbook adopted by the NAIC.
320 M. The failure to file a registration statement or any summary of the registration statement or
321 enterprise risk filing required by this section within the time specified for filing shall be a violation of
322 this section.
323 § 38.2-1330. Standards for transactions within an insurance holding company system; adequacy
324 of surplus.
325 A. Material transactions by registered insurers with their affiliates Transactions within an insurance
326 holding company system to which an insurer subject to registration is a party shall be subject to the
327 following standards:
328 1. The terms shall be fair and reasonable;
329 2. Agreements for cost-sharing services and management shall include such provisions as required by
330 rule or regulation promulgated by the Commission;
331 3. Charges or fees for services performed shall be reasonable;
332 3. 4. Expenses incurred and payments received shall be allocated to the insurer in conformity with
333 customary insurance accounting practices consistently applied;
334 4. 5. The books, accounts, and records of each party shall disclose clearly and accurately the precise
335 nature and details of the transactions, including such accounting information as is necessary to support
336 the reasonableness of the charges or fees to the respective parties; and
337 5. 6. The insurer's surplus to as regards policyholders following any dividends or distributions to
338 shareholder affiliates shall be reasonable in relation to the insurer's outstanding liabilities and adequate to
339 meet its financial needs.
340 B. Transactions described in subdivisions 1 through 7 that involve a domestic insurer and any
341 person in its insurance holding company system, including amendments or modifications of affiliate
342 agreements previously filed pursuant to this section, that are subject to materiality standards contained
343 in such subdivisions may not be entered into unless the insurer has notified the Commission in writing
344 of its intention to enter into the transaction at least 30 days prior thereto, or such shorter period as the
345 Commission may permit, and the Commission has not disapproved it within that period. The notice for
346 amendments or modifications shall include the reasons for the change and the financial impact on the
347 domestic insurer. Informal notice shall be reported, within 30 days after a termination of a previously
348 filed agreement, to the Commission for determination of the type of filing required, if any. Transactions
349 to which this subsection applies, with their materiality standards, are:
350 1. Sales, purchases, exchanges, loans, extensions of credit, or investments, provided the transactions
351 are equal to or exceed:
352 a. With respect to nonlife insurers, the lesser of three percent of the insurer's admitted assets or 25
353 percent of surplus as regards policyholders as of the immediately preceding December 31; or
354 b. With respect to life insurers, three percent of the insurer's admitted assets as of the immediately
355 preceding December 31;
356 2. Loans or extensions of credit to any person who is not an affiliate, where the insurer makes loans
357 or extensions of credit with the agreement or understanding that the proceeds of the transactions, in
358 whole or in substantial part, are to be used to make loans or extensions of credit to, to purchase assets
359 of, or to make investments in, any affiliate of the insurer making the loans or extensions of credit,
360 provided the transactions are equal to or exceed:
361 a. With respect to nonlife insurers, the lesser of three percent of the insurer's admitted assets or 25
362 percent of surplus as regards policyholders as of the immediately preceding December 31; or
363 b. With respect to life insurers, three percent of the insurer's admitted assets as of the immediately
364 preceding December 31;
365 3. Reinsurance agreements or modifications thereto, including:
366 a. All reinsurance pooling agreements; and
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367 b. Agreements in which the reinsurance premium or a change in the insurer's liabilities, or the
368 projected reinsurance premium or a change in the insurer's liabilities in any of the next three years,
369 equals or exceeds five percent of the insurer's surplus as regards policyholders, as of the immediately
370 preceding December 31, including those agreements that may require as consideration the transfer of
371 assets from an insurer to a nonaffiliate, if an agreement or understanding exists between the insurer and
372 nonaffiliate that any portion of the assets will be transferred to one or more affiliates of the insurer;
373 4. All management agreements, service contracts, tax allocation agreements, guarantees, and
374 cost-sharing arrangements;
375 5. Guarantees when made by a domestic insurer, provided, however, that a guarantee that is
376 quantifiable as to amount is not subject to the notice requirements of this subdivision unless it exceeds
377 the lesser of one-half of one percent of the insurer's admitted assets or 10 percent of surplus as regards
378 policyholders as of the immediately preceding December 31. Further, all guarantees that are not
379 quantifiable as to amount are subject to the notice requirements of this subdivision;
380 6. Direct or indirect acquisitions or investments in a person that controls the insurer or in an
381 affiliate of the insurer in an amount that, together with its present holdings in such investments, exceeds
382 two and one-half percent of the insurer's surplus to policyholders. The Commission may exempt such a
383 transaction by regulation; and
384 7. Any material transactions that the Commission determines may adversely affect the interests of the
385 insurer's policyholders.
386 Nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to authorize or permit any transactions that, in the case
387 of an insurer not a member of the same insurance holding company system, would be otherwise
388 contrary to law.
389 C. In addition:
390 1. Notwithstanding the control of a domestic insurer by any person, the officers and directors of the
391 insurer shall not thereby be relieved of any obligation or liability to which they would otherwise be
392 subject by law, and the insurer shall be managed so as to assure its separate operating identity
393 consistent with this article;
394 2. Nothing in this section shall preclude a domestic insurer from having or sharing a common
395 management or cooperative or joint use of personnel, property, or services with one or more other
396 persons under arrangements meeting the standards of subsection A;
397 3. Not less than one-third of the directors of a domestic insurer, and not less than one-third of the
398 members of each committee of the board of directors of any domestic insurer, shall be persons who are
399 not officers or employees of the insurer or of any entity controlling, controlled by, or under common
400 control with the insurer and who are not beneficial owners of a controlling interest in the voting stock
401 of the insurer or entity. At least one such person shall be included in any quorum for the transaction of
402 business at any meeting of the board of directors or any committee thereof;
403 4. The board of directors of a domestic insurer shall establish one or more committees composed
404 solely of directors who are not officers or employees of the insurer or of any entity controlling,
405 controlled by, or under common control with the insurer and who are not beneficial owners of a
406 controlling interest in the voting stock of the insurer or any such entity. The committee or committees
407 shall have responsibility for nominating candidates for director for election by shareholders or
408 policyholders, evaluating the performance of officers deemed to be principal officers of the insurer, and
409 recommending to the board of directors the selection and compensation of the principal officers;
410 5. The provisions of subdivisions 3 and 4 shall not apply to a domestic insurer if the person
411 controlling the insurer, such as an insurer, a mutual insurance holding company, or a publicly held
412 corporation, has a board of directors and committees thereof that meet the requirements of subdivisions
413 3 and 4 with respect to such controlling entity; and
414 6. An insurer may make application to the Commission for a waiver from the requirements of this
415 subsection if the insurer's annual direct written and assumed premium, excluding premiums reinsured
416 with the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation and National Flood Insurance Program, is less than $300
417 million. An insurer may also make application to the Commission for a waiver from the requirements of
418 this subsection based upon unique circumstances. The Commission may consider various factors
419 including the type of business entity, volume of business written, availability of qualified board members,
420 or ownership or organizational structure of the entity.
421 D. For purposes of this article, in determining whether an insurer's surplus to as regards
422 policyholders is reasonable in relation to the insurer's outstanding liabilities and adequate to meet its
423 financial needs, the following factors, among others, shall be considered:
424 1. The size of the insurer as measured by its assets, capital and surplus, reserves, premium writings,
425 insurance in force, and other appropriate criteria;
426 2. The extent to which the insurer's business is diversified among different classes lines of insurance;
427 3. The number and size of risks insured in each class line of business;
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428 4. The extent of the geographical dispersion of the insurer's insured risk;
429 5. The nature and extent of the insurer's reinsurance program;
430 6. The quality, diversification, and liquidity of the insurer's investment portfolio;
431 7. The recent past and projected future trend in the size of the insurer's surplus to policyholders;
432 8. The recent past and projected future trend in the size of the insurer's investment portfolio;
433 9. The surplus to as regards policyholders maintained by other comparable insurers;
434 9. 10. The adequacy of the insurer's reserves;
435 10. 11. The quality of the insurer's earnings and the extent to which the reported earnings of the
436 insurer include extraordinary items; and
437 11. 12. The quality and liquidity of investments in subsidiaries affiliates. The Commission in its
438 judgment may classify any investment as a nonadmitted asset for the purpose of determining the
439 adequacy of surplus to as regards policyholders.
440 C. E. No domestic insurer shall enter into transactions that are part of a plan or series of like
441 transactions with persons within the insurance holding company system if the purpose of those separate
442 transactions is to avoid the statutory threshold amount and thus avoid the review that otherwise would
443 be required. If the Commission determines that separate transactions were entered into over any
444 12-month period for that purpose, the Commission may exercise its authority under § 38.2-1334.4.
445 F. The Commission, in reviewing transactions pursuant to subsection B, shall consider whether the
446 transactions comply with the standards set forth in subsection A and whether they may adversely affect
447 the interests of policyholders.
448 D. G. The Commission shall be notified in writing within 30 days of any investment of the domestic
449 insurer in any one corporation if the total investment in such corporation by the insurance holding
450 company system exceeds ten 10 percent of such corporation's voting securities.
451 § 38.2-1330.1. Dividends and other distributions.
452 A. Except as otherwise provided by law, a domestic insurer shall not declare or pay a dividend or
453 other distribution from any source other than earned surplus without the Commission's prior written
454 approval. For purposes of this section, "earned surplus" means an amount equal to the unassigned funds
455 (surplus) of an insurer as set forth in the most recent annual statement of the insurer filed with the
456 Commission including all or part of the surplus arising from unrealized capital gains or revaluation of
457 assets. No domestic insurer shall pay an extraordinary dividend or make any other extraordinary
458 distribution to its shareholders until the earlier of:
459 1. Thirty days after the Commission has received written notice of the declaration thereof and has
460 not within such period disapproved such payment; or
461 2. The Commission's approval of such payment.
462 B. For purposes of this section, an extraordinary dividend or distribution includes any dividend or
463 distribution of cash or other property whose fair market value together with that of other dividends or
464 distributions made within the preceding 12 months exceeds the greater of (i) 10% ten percent of such
465 insurer's surplus as regards policyholders as of the immediately preceding December 31 or (ii) the net
466 gain from operations of such insurer, if such insurer is a life insurer, or the net income, if such insurer
467 is not a life insurer, not including realized capital gains, for the 12 month 12-month period ending the
468 immediately preceding December 31, but shall not include pro rata distributions of any class of the
469 insurer's own securities.
470 C. In determining whether a dividend or distribution is extraordinary, an insurer other than a life
471 insurer may carry forward net income from the previous two calendar years that has not already been
472 paid out as dividends. This carry-forward shall be computed by taking the net income from the second
473 and third preceding calendar years, not including realized capital gains, less dividends paid in the
474 second and immediate preceding calendar years.
475 D. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an insurer may declare an extraordinary dividend or
476 distribution that is conditional upon the Commission's approval thereof, and such declaration shall confer
477 no rights upon shareholders until:
478 1. The Commission has approved the payment of such dividend or distribution; or
479 2. The Commission has not disapproved such payment within the 30-day period described in
480 subsection A.
481 D. E. The Commission may limit or disallow the payment of ordinary dividends by a domestic
482 insurer if the insurer is presently or potentially financially distressed or troubled. The Commission shall
483 set forth the specific reasons for limiting or disallowing the payment of any ordinary dividends.
484 § 38.2-1332. Examinations.
485 A. In addition to the powers the Commission has under Article 4 (§ 38.2-1317 et seq.) of this
486 chapter, the Commission shall also have the power to order examine any insurer registered under
487 § 38.2-1329 to produce any records, books, or other information papers in the possession of the insurer
488 or its affiliates necessary to determine the financial condition or legality of conduct of the insurer. If the
489 insurer fails to comply with the order, the Commission shall have the power to examine its affiliates to
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490 obtain the information and its affiliates to ascertain the financial condition of the insurer, including the
491 enterprise risk to the insurer by the ultimate controlling party, or by any entity or combination of
492 entities within the insurance holding company system, or by the insurance holding company system on a
493 consolidated basis.
494 B. The Commission shall exercise its power under subsection A of this section only if the
495 examination of the insurer under Article 4 of this chapter is inadequate or the interests of the
496 policyholders of the insurer may be adversely affected may order any insurer registered under
497 § 38.2-1329 to produce such records, books, or other information papers in the possession of the insurer
498 or its affiliates as are reasonably necessary to determine compliance with this article.
499 C. To determine compliance with this article, the Commission may order any insurer registered
500 under § 38.2-1329 to produce information not in the possession of the insurer if the insurer can obtain
501 access to such information pursuant to contractual relationships, statutory obligations, or other method.
502 In the event the insurer cannot obtain the information requested by the Commission, the insurer shall
503 provide the Commission a detailed explanation of the reason that the insurer cannot obtain the
504 information and the identity of the holder of such information. Whenever it appears to the Commission
505 that the detailed explanation is without merit, the Commission may require, after notice and hearing, the
506 insurer to pay a penalty pursuant to § 38.2-218 for each day's delay or may suspend or revoke the
507 insurer's license.
508 D. The Commission may retain at the registered insurer's expense any attorneys, actuaries,
509 accountants and other experts reasonably necessary to assist in the conduct of the examination under
510 subsection A of this section. Any persons so retained shall be under the direction and control of the
511 Commission and shall act in a purely advisory capacity.
512 D. E. Each insurer producing books and papers for examination records pursuant to subsection A of
513 this section B shall be liable for and shall pay the expense of the examination in accordance with the
514 provisions of Article 4 of this chapter (§ 38.2-1317 et seq.).
515 E. The F. In the event the insurer fails to comply with an order, the Commission may retain at the
516 acquiring person's expense any attorneys, actuaries, accountants and other experts reasonably necessary
517 to assist in the review of the contents of any application filed pursuant to § 38.2-1323 shall have the
518 power to examine the affiliates to obtain the information.
519 § 38.2-1332.1. Supervisory colleges.
520 A. With respect to any insurer registered under § 38.2-1329, and in accordance with subsection C,
521 the Commission shall also have the power to participate in a supervisory college for any domestic
522 insurer that is part of an insurance holding company system with international operations in order to
523 determine compliance by the insurer with this article. The powers of the Commission with respect to
524 supervisory colleges include the following:
525 1. Initiating the establishment of a supervisory college;
526 2. Clarifying the membership and participation of other supervisors in the supervisory college;
527 3. Clarifying the functions of the supervisory college and the role of other regulators, including the
528 establishment of a group-wide supervisor;
529 4. Coordinating the ongoing activities of the supervisory college, including planning meetings,
530 supervisory activities, and processes for information sharing; and
531 5. Establishing a crisis management plan.
532 B. Each registered insurer subject to this section shall be liable for and shall pay the necessary
533 traveling and other expenses reasonably attributable to other regulators or incurred by the Commission
534 for its participation in a supervisory college in accordance with subsection C. For purposes of this
535 section, a supervisory college may be convened as either a temporary or permanent forum for
536 communication and cooperation between the regulators charged with the supervision of the insurer or
537 its affiliates, and the Commission may establish a regular assessment to the insurer for the payment of
538 these expenses. If an assessment is required by this subsection, it shall be collected by the Commission
539 and paid directly into the state treasury and credited to the "Bureau of Insurance Special Fund - State
540 Corporation Commission" for the maintenance of the Bureau of Insurance as provided in subsection B
541 of § 38.2-400.
542 C. In order to assess the business strategy, financial position, legal and regulatory position, risk
543 exposure, risk management, and governance processes, and as part of the examination of individual
544 insurers in accordance with § 38.2-1332, the Commission may participate in a supervisory college with
545 other regulators charged with supervision of the insurer or its affiliates, including other state, federal,
546 and international regulatory agencies. The Commission may enter into agreements in accordance with
547 subsection C of § 38.2-1333 providing the basis for cooperation between the Commission and the other
548 regulatory agencies and the activities of the supervisory college. Nothing in this section shall delegate to
549 the supervisory college the authority of the Commission to regulate or supervise the insurer or its
550 affiliates within its jurisdiction.
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551 § 38.2-1333. Confidential treatment of information and documents.
552 A. All information, documents, and copies materials, or other information obtained by or disclosed to
553 the Commission or any other person in the course of an examination or investigation made pursuant to
554 § 38.2-1332, and all information reported pursuant to § §§ 38.2-1329, 38.2-1330, and 38.2-1330.1, shall
555 be confidential by law and privileged, shall not be subject to subpoena, and shall not be made public by
556 the Commission or any other person without the prior written consent of the insurer to which they
557 pertain. However, this provision shall not apply to information disclosed to (i) a regulatory official of
558 any state or country; (ii) the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, its affiliate or its
559 subsidiary; or (iii) a law-enforcement authority of any state or country. Any such disclosure by the
560 Commission shall not constitute a waiver of confidentiality of such information, documents or copies
561 thereof subject to discovery or admissible in evidence in any private civil action. However, the
562 Commission is authorized to use the documents, materials, or other information in the furtherance of
563 any regulatory or legal action brought as a part of the Commission's official duties. The Commission
564 shall not otherwise make the documents, materials, or other information public without the prior written
565 consent of the insurer to which they pertain. After an insurer and its affiliates have been given notice
566 and opportunity to be heard, the Commission may publish all or any part of the documents, materials,
567 or other information and materials referred to in this section in any manner it considers appropriate, if it
568 determines that the interests of policyholders or the public will be served by the publication.
569 B. Neither the Commission nor any person who received documents, materials, or other information
570 while acting under the authority of the Commission or with whom such documents, materials, or other
571 information are shared pursuant to this article shall be permitted or required to testify in any private
572 civil action concerning any confidential documents, materials, or information subject to subsection A.
573 C. In order to assist in the performance of the Commission's duties, the Commission:
574 1. May share documents, materials, or other information, including the confidential and privileged
575 documents, materials, or information subject to subsection A, with other state, federal, and international
576 regulatory agencies; with the NAIC and its affiliates and subsidiaries; and with state, federal, and
577 international law-enforcement authorities, including members of any supervisory college described in
578 § 38.2-1332.1, provided that the recipient agrees in writing to maintain the confidentiality and privileged
579 status of the document, material, or other information and has verified in writing the legal authority to
580 maintain confidentiality;
581 2. May, notwithstanding subdivision 1, only share confidential and privileged documents, materials,
582 or information reported pursuant to subsection L of § 38.2-1329 with insurance commissioners in any
583 states that have statutes or regulations substantially similar to subsection A and that have agreed in
584 writing not to disclose such information;
585 3. May receive documents, materials, or information, including otherwise confidential and privileged
586 documents, materials, or information, from the NAIC and its affiliates and subsidiaries and from
587 regulatory and law-enforcement officials of other foreign or domestic jurisdictions, and shall maintain
588 as confidential or privileged any documents, materials, or information received with notice or the
589 understanding that it is confidential or privileged under the laws of the jurisdiction that is the source of
590 the document, material, or information; and
591 4. Shall enter into written agreements with the NAIC governing sharing and use of information
592 provided pursuant to this article consistent with this subsection that shall:
593 a. Specify procedures and protocols regarding the confidentiality and security of information shared
594 with the NAIC and its affiliates and subsidiaries pursuant to this article, including procedures and
595 protocols for sharing by the NAIC with other state, federal, or international regulators;
596 b. Specify that ownership of information shared with the NAIC and its affiliates and subsidiaries
597 pursuant to this article remains with the Commission and that the NAIC's use of the information is
598 subject to the direction of the Commission;
599 c. Require prompt notice to be given to an insurer whose confidential information in the possession
600 of the NAIC pursuant to this article is subject to a request or subpoena to the NAIC for disclosure or
601 production; and
602 d. Require the NAIC and its affiliates and subsidiaries to consent to intervention by an insurer in
603 any judicial or administrative action in which the NAIC and its affiliates and subsidiaries may be
604 required to disclose confidential information about the insurer shared with the NAIC and its affiliates
605 and subsidiaries pursuant to this article.
606 D. The sharing of information by the Commission pursuant to this article shall not constitute a
607 delegation of regulatory authority or rulemaking, and the Commission is solely responsible for the
608 administration, execution, and enforcement of the provisions of this article.
609 E. No waiver of any applicable privilege or claim of confidentiality in the documents, materials, or
610 information shall occur as a result of disclosure to the Commission under this section or as a result of
611 sharing as authorized in subsection C.
612 F. Documents, materials, or other information in the possession or control of the NAIC pursuant to
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613 this article shall be confidential by law and privileged, shall not be subject to subpoena, and shall not
614 be subject to discovery or admissible in evidence in any private civil action.
615 § 38.2-1334.1. Voting of securities, injunctions, and sequestration of voting securities.
616 A. No security which that is the subject of any agreement or arrangement regarding acquisition, or
617 which that is acquired or to be acquired, in contravention of the provisions of this article or of any rule,
618 regulation, or order issued by the Commission hereunder, may be voted at any shareholders' meeting, or
619 may be counted for quorum purposes, and any action of shareholders requiring the affirmative vote of a
620 percentage of shares may be taken as though such securities were not issued and outstanding. However,
621 no action taken at any such meeting shall be invalidated by the voting of such securities, unless the
622 action would materially affect control of an insurer subject to any provision of this article or unless the
623 Commission or other court of this the Commonwealth has so ordered. If the insurer or Commissioner of
624 Insurance has reason to believe that any security of the insurer has been or is about to be acquired in
625 contravention of the provisions of this article or of any rule, regulation or order issued by the
626 Commission hereunder, the insurer or Commissioner of Insurance may apply to the Commission to enter
627 an order (i) enjoining any offer or agreement of merger made in contravention of § 38.2-1331; (ii)
628 enjoining any offer, request, invitation, agreement, or acquisition made in contravention of § 38.2-1323;
629 (iii) (ii) enforcing any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the foregoing sections
630 to enjoin the voting of any security so acquired; or (iv) (iii) voiding any vote of such security already
631 cast at any meeting of shareholders or providing for such other equitable relief as the nature of the case
632 and the interest of the insurer's policyholders, creditors, and shareholders or the public may require.
633 B. Whenever it appears to the Commission that any person has committed or is about to commit a
634 violation of this article, the Commission may enter an order enjoining such person from violating or
635 continuing to violate this article or any such rule or order, and for such other equitable relief as the
636 nature of the case and the interests of the domestic insurer's policyholders or the public may require.
637 C. In any case where a person has acquired or is proposing to acquire any voting securities in
638 violation of this article or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission hereunder, the
639 Commission may, after reasonable notice, upon application of the insurer or application of the
640 Commissioner of Insurance, seize or sequester any voting securities of the insurer owned directly or
641 indirectly by the person, and issue the order with respect thereto as may be appropriate to effectuate the
642 provisions of this article.
643 Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, for the purposes of this article, the situs of the
644 ownership of the securities of domestic insurers shall be deemed to be in this the Commonwealth.
645 D. The actions authorized by this section are in addition to any remedies provided for by other
646 sections of this title and may be imposed, in addition to or in lieu of any other penalties or actions
647 provided for by law, whenever such actions involve a person that is neither domiciled nor licensed in
648 this Commonwealth.
649 § 38.2-1334.3. Rules and regulations.
650 The Commission may adopt rules and regulations implementing the provisions of this article.
651 § 38.2-1334.4. Sanctions.
652 Whenever it appears to the Commission that any person has committed a violation of §§ 38.2-1323
653 through 38.2-1328 and the violation prevents the full understanding of the enterprise risk to the insurer
654 by affiliates or by the insurance holding company system, the violation may serve as an independent
655 basis for disapproving dividends or distributions and for instituting delinquency proceedings pursuant to
656 § 38.2-1503.
657 § 38.2-1334.5. Statutory construction and relationship to other laws.
658 Provisions of this title, insofar as they are not inconsistent with this article, shall be applicable to
659 any insurer subject to registration under this article.
660 § 38.2-4509. Application of certain laws.
661 A. No provision of this title except this chapter and, insofar as they are not inconsistent with this
662 chapter, §§ 38.2-200, 38.2-203, 38.2-209 through 38.2-213, 38.2-218 through 38.2-225, 38.2-229,
663 38.2-316, 38.2-326, 38.2-400, 38.2-402 through 38.2-413, 38.2-500 through 38.2-515, 38.2-600 through
664 38.2-620, 38.2-900 through 38.2-904, 38.2-1038, 38.2-1040 through 38.2-1044, Articles 1 (§ 38.2-1300
665 et seq.) and 2 (§ 38.2-1306.2 et seq.) of Chapter 13, §§ 38.2-1312, 38.2-1314, 38.2-1315.1, Article
666 Articles 4 (§ 38.2-1317 et seq.), 5 (§ 38.2-1322 et seq.), and 6 (§ 38.2-1335 et seq.) of Chapter 13,
667 §§ 38.2-1400 through 38.2-1444, 38.2-1800 through 38.2-1836, 38.2-3401, 38.2-3404, 38.2-3405,
668 38.2-3407.1, 38.2-3407.4, 38.2-3407.10, 38.2-3407.13, 38.2-3407.14, 38.2-3407.15, 38.2-3407.17,
669 38.2-3415, 38.2-3541, Article 5 (§ 38.2-3551 et seq.) of Chapter 35, §§ 38.2-3600 through 38.2-3603,
670 Chapter 55 (§ 38.2-5500 et seq.), and Chapter 58 (§ 38.2-5800 et seq.) shall apply to the operation of a
671 plan.
672 B. The provisions of subsection A of § 38.2-322 shall apply to an optometric services plan. The
673 provisions of subsection C of § 38.2-322 shall apply to a dental services plan.
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674 C. The provisions of Article 1.2 (§ 32.1-137.7 et seq.) of Chapter 5 of Title 32.1 shall not apply to
675 either an optometric or dental services plan.
676 D. The provisions of § 38.2-3407.1 shall apply to claim payments made on or after January 1, 2014.
677 No optometric or dental services plan shall be required to pay interest computed under § 38.2-3407.1 if
678 the total interest is less than $5.
679 § 38.2-5500. Applicability.
680 The provisions of this chapter shall be known as The Risk-Based Capital Act and may be referred to
681 herein as "the Act." The Act shall apply to all persons licensed in this the Commonwealth to transact an
682 insurance business pursuant to provisions in Chapter 10 (§ 38.2-1000 et seq.), 11 (§ 38.2-1100 et seq.),
683 12 (§ 38.2-1200 et seq.), 25 (§ 38.2-2500 et seq.), 41 (§ 38.2-4100 et seq.), 42 (§ 38.2-4200 et seq.), 43
684 (§ 38.2-4300 et seq.), or 45 (§ 38.2-4500 et seq.), or 61 (§ 38.2-6100 et seq.).
685 § 38.2-5501. Definitions.
686 As used in this chapter, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
687 "Adjusted RBC Report" means an RBC report which has been adjusted by the Commission in
688 accordance with subsection F of § 38.2-5502.
689 "Capital and surplus" or "capital," except when used in the term "risk-based capital" or "adjusted
690 capital," means net worth of a health maintenance organization and, for all other licensees, means
691 surplus to policyholders.
692 "Corrective Order" means an order issued by the Commission specifying corrective actions which the
693 Commission has determined are required.
694 "Delinquency proceeding" means any proceeding commenced against a licensee for the purpose of
695 liquidating, rehabilitating, reorganizing or conserving a licensee pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 15
696 (§ 38.2-1500 et seq.).
697 "Domestic health organization" means a health organization domiciled in this Commonwealth.
698 "Domestic insurer" means any domestic company which has obtained a license to engage in
699 insurance transactions in this Commonwealth in accordance with the applicable provisions of Chapter 10
700 (§ 38.2-1000 et seq.) or Chapter 41 (§ 38.2-4100 et seq.).
701 "Domestic licensee" means and includes a domestic insurer and a domestic health organization.
702 "Foreign health organization" means a health organization not domiciled in this Commonwealth
703 which is licensed to do business in this Commonwealth.
704 "Foreign insurer" means any company not domiciled in this Commonwealth which has obtained a
705 license to engage in insurance transactions in this Commonwealth in accordance with the applicable
706 provisions in Chapter 10 (§ 38.2-1000 et seq.) or Chapter 41 (§ 38.2-4100 et seq.).
707 "Foreign licensee" means and includes a foreign insurer and a foreign health organization.
708 "Health organization" means an insurer which that is required by the Commission to use the NAIC's
709 Health Annual Statement blank when filing the annual statement prescribed by § 38.2-1300, or a
710 corporation licensed pursuant to Chapter 42 (§ 38.2-4200 et seq.) of this title operating a health or
711 hospital services plan in this the Commonwealth, or a health maintenance organization or limited health
712 maintenance organization licensed pursuant to Chapter 43 (§ 38.2-4300 et seq.) of this title, or a
713 corporation licensed pursuant to Chapter 45 (§ 38.2-4500 et seq.) of this title and operating a dental or
714 optometric services plan in this the Commonwealth, or a dental plan organization licensed pursuant to
715 Chapter 61 (§ 38.2-6100 et seq.).
716 "Licensee" means and includes a life and health insurer, a property and casualty insurer, and a health
717 organization.
718 "Life and health insurer" means any domestic insurer or foreign insurer, whether known as a life
719 insurer or a property and casualty insurer or a reciprocal or a fraternal benefit society, which is
720 authorized to write any class of life insurance, annuities, or accident and sickness insurance, and is not
721 writing a class of insurance set forth in §§ 38.2-110 through 38.2-132, provided that "life and health
722 insurer" shall not include any insurer which is required by the Commission to use the NAIC's Health
723 Annual Statement blank when filing the annual statement prescribed by § 38.2-1300.
724 "NAIC" means the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
725 "Negative Trend," with respect to a life and health insurer, means a negative trend over a period of
726 time, as determined in accordance with the "Trend Test Calculation" included in the Life RBC
727 Instructions.
728 "Property and casualty insurer" means any domestic insurer or foreign insurer which is authorized
729 under any chapter of this title to write any class of insurance except a class of life insurance or
730 annuities, provided that "property and casualty insurer" shall not include monoline mortgage guaranty
731 insurers, financial guaranty insurers and title insurers, nor shall it include any insurer which is required
732 by the Commission to use the NAIC's Health Annual Statement blank when filing the annual statement
733 prescribed by § 38.2-1300.
734 "RBC" means risk-based capital.
735 "RBC Instructions" means the RBC Report including risk-based capital instructions adopted by the
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736 NAIC, as such RBC Instructions may be amended by the NAIC from time to time in accordance with
737 the procedures adopted by the NAIC.
738 "RBC Level" means a licensee's Company Action Level RBC, Regulatory Action Level RBC,
739 Authorized Control Level RBC, or Mandatory Control Level RBC where:
740 1. "Company Action Level RBC" means, with respect to any licensee, the product of 2.0 and its
741 Authorized Control Level RBC;
742 2. "Regulatory Action Level RBC" means the product of 1.5 and its Authorized Control Level RBC;
743 3. "Authorized Control Level RBC" means the number determined under the risk-based capital
744 formula in accordance with the RBC Instructions;
745 4. "Mandatory Control Level RBC" means the product of 0.70 and the Authorized Control Level
746 RBC.
747 "RBC Plan" means a comprehensive financial plan containing the elements specified in subsection B
748 of § 38.2-5503. If the Commission rejects the RBC Plan, and it is revised by the licensee, with or
749 without the Commission's recommendation, the plan shall be called the "Revised RBC Plan."
750 "RBC Report" means the report required in § 38.2-5502.
751 "Total Adjusted Capital" means the sum of:
752 1. A licensee's statutory capital and surplus as determined in accordance with statutory accounting
753 applicable to the annual financial statements required to be filed under § 38.2-1300; and
754 2. Such other items, if any, as the RBC Instructions may provide.
755 2. That § 38.2-1331 of the Code of Virginia is repealed.
756 3. That the provisions of Article 5 (§ 38.2-1322 et seq.) of Chapter 13 of Title 38.2 of the Code of
757 Virginia as such article was in effect on June 30, 2014, shall apply to any insurance holding
758 company transaction that was commenced prior to January 1, 2015, unless otherwise provided in
759 such article as amended by the first and second enactments of this act.
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